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LANCE BRADLEY

LANCE
BRADLEY
CEO
Good evening and welcome to Kingsholm Stadium for our West
Country derby against Bristol Bears under the Friday night
lights. We’re expecting this to be our best attended game of the
season so far and I want to extend a warm welcome to all our
fans, as well as those travelling up the M5 to support Bristol.
It’s been a successful few weeks for
us,as we won our two Premiership
Rugby Cup games, including our
biggest ever win over Bath. This
was then followed up with a great
win against Exeter. The Chiefs are
rightly lauded for the quality of
their Academy, so it was particularly
pleasing to see a team featuring
so many of our own Academy boys
doing so well against them. It’s
another sign, we believe, that we’re
heading in the right direction.
Last week we were back in Gallagher
Premiership action, at Wasps, and
were looking comfortable before
letting them back into the game and
enduring a somewhat nail-biting
is always welcome, and gives us great
momentum going into this game.
We’re up against a strong Bristol side
and although they may be down in
11th place in the table, we are not
underestimating them as we know
they are still a top side.
We hosted a fans’ forum last week
and it was great to have so many
of you in. If you haven’t seen it,

highlights from the evening are
available on our YouTube
channel here.
It’s good to be able to host these
events in person. We always leave
those evenings with lots of ideas
and we’ll be running more of these
sessions both at Kingsholm and
online via Facebook in the future so
please do join in.
It’s great being in touch with so many
of you. Together we are a squad of
thousands.
Best wishes
Lance

“We always
leave those
evenings with
lots of ideas and
we’ll be running
more of these
sessions both
at Kingsholm
and online via
Facebook in the
future”
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MARTIN ST QUINTON

MARTIN
ST. QUINTON
CHAIRMAN

Good Evening and welcome to Kingsholm as we
host Bristol Bears in the Gallagher Premiership.
It’s been a busy time since my last
message with plenty of action both
domestically and internationally.
We had two successful games in
the Premiership Rugby Cup, and it
was brilliant to see so many of our
Academy players step up and play
at Kingsholm. The future of the
Club is bright with young players
of that quality coming through.
We also saw the conclusion of
the Autumn Nations Series. It
the campaign without Gloucester
Rugby representation and to have
so many players playing at an
international level is a credit to the
have here at the Club.
Last Friday night was a close
game, a 35-33 win away at
Wasps, but to get a bonus point
win on the road has really given
us some momentum as we host
Bristol Bears under the Friday
night lights.
As always, thank you for your
support.
I hope you enjoy the game,
Martin
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CLUB NEWS

Barbarians

Fans’ Forum
Gloucester Rugby welcomed 170 supporters to
Kingsholm last week for the latest Fans’ Forum.

Brown, Head Coach George Skivington and
Director of Academy and Development Carl Hogg
presented to the audience and were on hand to
answer questions from the room.

Natasha ‘Mo’ Hunt scored
two tries as the Barbarians
women’s team put on a
dominant display to defeat
South Africa Women’s 60-5
in front of a record 29,581
fans at Twickenham Stadium.
Also representing
Gloucester-Hartpury was
Anna Caplice who had a
great game at No.8.

Today’s Matchday Mascot
Today’s matchday mascot is Henry Young. He plays his rugby at Old Pats
rugby club in Cheltenham, where dad Chris is a coach. Henry likes to play out
on the wing so he can score tries.
He also plays for his school, Richard Pates, where he has been captain. His
favourite club is Gloucester Rugby. His favourite player is Jonny May.
The Gloucester Rugby Matchday Mascot is kindly
sponsored this season by:
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MEN’S SQUAD

MEN’S SQUAD
Ruan
Ackermann

Matias
Alemanno

Mark
Atkinson

Fraser
Balmain

Will
Britton

Santiago
Carreras

Charlie
Chapman

back row

lock

centre

prop

lock

full back

scrum HALF

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Freddie
Clarke

Wian
Conradie

Alex
Craig

Andrew
Davidson

Harry
Elrington

Lloyd
Evans

Jamal
Ford-Robinson

back row

back row

lock

lock

prop

FLY HALF

prop

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

LEXI
YOUNG

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

todd
Gleave

Kirill
Gotovtsev

Chris
Harris

Adam
Hastings

Ciaran
Knight

Giorgi
Kveseladze

Lewis
Ludlow

hooker

prop

centre

fly half

prop

centre

back row

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Jonny
May

Ben
Meehan

Ben
Morgan

Kyle
Moyle

Seb
Nagle-Taylor

JAKE
POLLEDRI

Val
Rapava-Ruskin

wing

scrum half

back row

full back

back row

back row

prop

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE
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AVAILABLE

MEN’S SQUAD

Louis
Rees-Zammit

Jordy
Reid

Tom
Seabrook

Alex
Seville

Charlie
Sharples

Joe
Simpson

Jack
Singleton

Wing

BACK ROW

CENTRE

PROP

WING

SCRUM HALF

HOOKER

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Ed
Slater

Santiago
Socino

Jack
Stanley

Ollie
Thorley

Billy
Twelvetrees

Henry
Walker

Jason
Woodward

LOCK

HOOKER

PROP

WING

CENTRE

HOOKER

FULL BACK

KB Building
Services

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

To sponsor a player please call
Head of Partnerships Mike Thomas on 07368 320997
George
Skivington

Alex
King

Dom
Waldouck

Trevor
Woodman

Tim
Taylor

Head Coach

Attack Coach

Defence Coach

Assistant &
Academy Forwards
Transition Coach

Assistant &
Academy Backs
Transition Coach
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OPPOSITION

Bristol Bears
currently find
themselves
11th in the
league after
winning three
of their eight
Premiership
games so far
this season.
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The Bears come into this game
Northampton Saints at Ashton
Gate and they will be looking
to get back to winning ways at
Kingsholm.
George Skivington is expecting a
tough challenge against the West
country side.
“I fully expect Bristol to go on a
run and win games and end up
back at the top of the table by the
end of the season which is when
it counts ultimately. I’ve spoken to
Pat numerous times about rugby
and he’s got my full respect.

“He knows the game inside out
and he knows how to build a
team and a culture. We know
how dangerous they are. We’ve
watched a lot of them as a
coaching group and have shown
the players what we think they
need to see.
“Anyone can beat anyone is this
league and that’s what makes it
a great competition. It makes it
exciting and that’s what makes
us who live and breath it and
watch the other games because
it is so exciting to watch. It’s a
really exciting time to be in the
Premiership.”

OPPOSITION

CHRIS
VUI

CHARLES
PIUTAU

CALLUM
SHEEDY

Samoan captain Chris Vui is
one the Gallagher Premiership’s
leading forwards and a key cog
in the Bristol Bears machine.

The blockbuster Charles Piutau
has strengthened his reputation
as one the most devastating
attackers on the planet.

Academy graduate Callum
Sheedy has been a mainstay

The 24-year-old, who can
play second row or back
row, became the youngest
captain in World Rugby when
he skippered Samoa in 2017,
and has continued to go from
strength to strength.

The 16-cap All Black has
made more than 1,000
metres with ball in hand in
the last three Premiership
campaigns and remains one
of the league’s most potent
attacking threat.

Previously captain of a
Millfield School side that have
enjoyed considerable success
during his tenure as skipper,
Sheedy is one of the most
promising young fly-halves in
the UK.
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OPPOSITION

PAT LAM
Pat Lam became
Director of Rugby in
2019 after steering
Bristol to a highest
top flight finish for
a promoted club in
12 years.
Since joining the club in
2017, Pat Lam has taken
Bristol Bears from the
Championship to the
top of the English
Premiership.
helm, Lam led Bristol
to an immediate return
impressive 21 wins out of 22,
before leading to Bristol to a
in twelve years.
major silverware since 1983, winning the
European Challenge Cup, while also achieving
A Samoan international at three Rugby
World Cups during his playing days,
Lam won the 1997-98 Premiership
with Newcastle Falcons and the
2000 Heineken Cup as captain of
Northampton Saints. Lam led Connacht
winning the Pro12 title.
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A 14-man Gloucester Rugby frustrated Bristol Bears for the full 80
minutes but the top of the league side were too strong on the night
and came away from Ashton Gate with the 39-7 win.
A Santiago Carreras try late in the

Santiago Carreras put the Cherry and
Whites on the scoreboard just before the
break after collecting a perfect pass from
Billy Twelvetrees to go over to score.
Twelvetrees’ conversion made it 13-7 at
the break and the two sides were both
still very much in the game after 40
minutes.

Max Malins, Charles Piutau, Ben Earl,
Nathan Hughes and Semi Radradra.
What happened?
let Bristol dominate.
scoreboard through a Callum Sheedy
slotted another penalty to extend the
home side’s lead to 6-0 not long after.
Bristol struggled to execute and were
opportunities and seemed to be unable

had dropped the ball on his way over
the line.
Just as Gloucester Rugby were looking
to start hitting back with some attack
of their own, Matias Alemanno was red
carded for a dangerous tackle.
Going down to 14 men seemed to
gel the Cherry and Whites together
and Bristol were held up over the line

and stopped from scoring on a few
occasions. However, stopping tries came
at a cost and Val Rapava-Ruskin was
yellow carded for a penalty at the scrum.
Down to 13 men for 10 minutes, the
Cherry and Whites couldn’t stop the
inevitable and Max Malins got over for
the Bears with Sheedy’s conversion
putting the home side 13-0 up.

In the second half, Gloucester Rugby
continued to smother Bristol and force
knock ons and errors in the Bear’s
game with the TMO ruling out seven
Bristol attempts due to small errors but
so long.
Charles Piutau, Ben Earl, Nathan Hughes
and Semi Radradra all got over in the
second half, securing the bonus point
and continuing Bristol’s reign at the top
of the Gallagher Premiership.

Key moment
Kyle Moyle

Moyle made an incredible try saving tackle to knock the ball out of Charles
Piutau’s hands, stopping a further score from Bristol.
by the full 23-man squad.
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GLOUCESTER RUGBY HERITAGE

1921, and during the summer they invested in various
ground improvements. Additional seating was put
into the pavilion on the north side, the terracing on
the south side was renewed, and new terracing was
installed at the Worcester Street end.
On the playing side, Gloucester embarked on the 192122 season with a new captain in Sid Smart. Born and
bred in Gloucester, he captained the side from Number
8. Before the Great War Sid had played for England
throughout two successive Grand Slam triumphs,
and at the start of the war he was instrumental in
persuading both his teammates and hundreds of
supporters to enlist. Twice wounded himself, he
picked up his rugby career after the war, earning more
representative honours for County and Country. By
1921 he enjoyed legendary status at Kingsholm, and as
captain it was reported that he “worked untiringly both
than any other player.
Tom Millington, the vice-captain, directed operations
with his scrum-half, “Father” Dix, and between them
they conjured up many sparkling tries. Smart, Millington

Norman Daniell and Sid Brown

and Dix provided skill and experience down the spine of
the team – over their careers the three of them would
end up making 689 appearances for the Club.
Most of the kicking duties were given to Millington,
who contributed 154 points, which set a new record
for points by one player in a season, surpassing the
152 scored by George Romans in 1905-06. Millington’s
total included 13 tries, and the other leading try scorers
were the speedsters on the wings - Norman Daniell
with 19 and Sid Brown with 12. Norman passed on his
genes to his son, Ken, who had an equally successful
career on the wing for Gloucester after World War Two.
Sid’s career came to a tragic halt in 1926 when he
Kingsholm.
However, the strength of the team lay in the pack,
where Smart was ably supported by George “Biddy”
Halford, a previous captain and international, who
captained the County sidein 1921-22. Tom Voyce, a

Tom Millington and ‘Father’ Dix
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Joe Harris and Arthur Hall added lots of experience,
power and ability.

GLOUCESTER RUGBY HERITAGE
A loss at Newport was
followed by a narrow win
over Llanelly at home, but an
up-and-down December was
brightened over the holiday
period with three good wins
against Old Merchant Taylors
(28-0), Bath (13-3 away) and
Northampton (26-3).
The New Year started well,
when a weakened team
squeezed a 10-9 victory at
Leicester, but a win against
Moseley and a draw against
Swansea, led into four
successive defeats by Guy’s
and Newport.
Sid Smart, ‘Biddy’ Halford and Tom Voyce

The season was a moderately successful one for the
Club, although the record against English opposition
was much better than against the Welsh. Of the
41 games played, 24 were won and 14 lost, ten of
those defeats inflicted by Welsh clubs. The overall
points difference was favourable, with 500 for and
322 against.
It started well, including “a capital win” 24-8 away at
there was “a great win” 14-6 at Bristol, Guy’s Hospital,
regarded at the time as the strongest side in England,
atrocious weather at Kingsholm. And then there was
“an astounding result” at Oxford University, where
the students “gave a dazzling display of passing and
Kingsholm, 0-3 to Pontypool.

It was a familiar pattern for
the rest of the season, with
four defeats at the hands of
Welsh opposition, but nine
victories against English clubs. This included London
Welsh, and completing the double over Bristol and
Leicester, as well as three wins in four days over Easter
against Headingley, Bradford and Lydney.
Some of the setbacks could be attributed to the loss
of players called away for representative honours. The
Club was heavily represented in a Gloucestershire side,
with a 34-3 demolition of Cornwall at Kingsholm,
with nine Gloucester players in the team, the second
string Club selection losing at Coventry that day. The
replay was won 30-0 at Kingsholm, with ten Gloucester
players involved on each occasion. It was back to nine
Villa Park, where a comprehensive 19-0 victory saw
“Biddy” Halford holding the Champion’s trophy aloft.
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MAIN FEATURE

Gloucester Rugby
winger Ollie Thorley
on choosing rugby over
football, Eddie Jones
and making his debut as
a schoolboy
Words: Loz Stanley

During our interview with Ollie Thorley,
one gets the impression he likes
things to go as smoothly as possible.
Why, you only have to look at the day
he made his professional debut for
Gloucester aged just 17. “I was still

where his side would
ultimately lose heavily. “I
think I actually played alright
on the day, so it seemed to
work, even though we didn’t
win!”

was a Saturday and we had Saturday
school, so I went to lessons in the
morning. My preparation was history,
geography and maths!

It was his mother who put
the emphasis on school
work along with playing
rugby in the evenings,
something in retrospect
Thorley’s glad he did.

I played I didn’t really know how to
prepare. That’s why I still went to
school: to keep things as normal as
possible.”
After the school day came the work
day. The fresh-faced youngster hopped
on the team bus to Northampton,
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“In sport, you get dragged
a lot. You get a lot of
pressure put on you that rugby
is the most important thing and
it is important, but I was very
much under the view that rugby
was an option,” he says.

CHEF FEATURE

EAT LIKE A PRO

SALMON & POTATO CAKES
Severn Wye
smokery
cured
salmon in
beetroot
and fennel
with potato
cakes with
fish roe
• 1 Side, about
1Kg Severn Wye
smokery salmon
• 125g Salt
• 125g Sugar
• 250g Cooked
Beetroot
• 1 Tbsp Fennel
Seeds
• 350g Cooked
Potato
• 50g Butter
• 70g Flour
• 1/2 Tsp Baking
Powder
• Sour Cream
• Fish Roe

salmon
• Combine the beetroot, salt and sugar in a processor. Pour over the
so
anything
and add the seeds. You could also add coriander seed, dill,
r in
containe
a
that it adds another subtle dimension to the curing. Put in
You
hours.
24
the fridge, leave for 24 hours. Turn over leave for another
by leaving it another 12-24 hours softens the salmon remarkably.
•

•

into
baking soda and seasonsing. Roll out to 5mm thickness. Either cut
cook
and
oil,
of
touch
a
with
pan
a
Heat
cutter.
squares or use a round
on
either side for a couple of minutes. It will create a very thin crust
the
to
due
airy
but
potato
mashed
like
inside
the
the cake and leave
baking soda.
the end bits to try, if you think its too salty, wash again under cold
water. To slice the salmon, get as long and sharp a knife as you can.
more
A carving knife is ideal. Slice the side at angle so that you create
Or
for.
looking
are
you
what
is
surface area per slice. About 3mm thick
just do the best you can.

• Serve with the cakes and sour cream.
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ACADEMY SQUAD

academy SQUAD
MORGAN
ADDERLY-JONES

OLLIE
ADKINS

JACK
BARTLETT

GEORGE
BARTON

SEB
BLAKE

JENSON
BOUGHTON

ARTHUR
CLARK

FLY HALF

prop

back row

FLY HALF

hooker

prop

lock

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

JACK
CLEMENT

REECE
DUNN

JOSH
GRAY

LOUIS
Hillman-Cooper

JOE
HOWARD

ETHAN
HUNT

MATTY
JONES

back row

FULL BACK

BACK ROW

CENTRE

BACK ROW

HOOKER

SCRUM HALF

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

CAMERON
JORDAN

ISAAC
MARSH

ALEX
MORGAN

JAKE
MORRIS

ROB
NIXON

BRYAN
O’CONNOR

JACK
REEVES

LOCK

CENTRE

WING

WING

BACK ROW

PROP

CENTRE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

TOM
STANTON

HARRY
TAYLOR

FREDDIE
THOMAS

STEPHEN
VARNEY

UTILITY BACK

BACK ROW

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

BACK ROW

SCRUM HALF

TOBY
VENNER

SCRUM HALF

AVAILABLE

To sponsor a player
please call Head of
Partnerships Mike
Thomas on
07368 320997
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on Premiership Cup experience
and scoring tries at Kingsholm
Jake Morris took the opportunity to play in the Premiership Cup with both hands
and relished the opportunity to score tries in the two games against both Bath
and Exeter.
With both games at Kingsholm, it was a great opportunity for the academy winger
who is developing really well thanks to the international talent in his position.
“For us young lads, we’ve had a fair amount of time just training. We’ve had
a limited number of games with the A League and Prem Shield not going
ahead. It was a great opportunity for our young lads to go and show what
we’ve been working on over pre-season. All of us young lads gave a very
good account of ourselves, and we went into those games with a plan
which we executed. We’re all very happy with what we were able to show
over those two weekends.”
There’s nothing like getting over the try-line and to do it at Kingsholm in
front of a big crowd was really special for Jake.
“It was immense. It’s been a very long time, about two years since
I’ve managed to get over and it was great to do it in front of a full
stadium. To be able to do it two weeks on the bounce, it was brilliant
that we’d been working hard on throughout the year so to be able to

As an academy winger, Jake relishes the opportunity to get any game
time he can as there is no substitute for getting minutes in the legs.
There’s nothing like actually running out in front of a packed-out Kingsholm
and a packed out Shed. There’s no re-creating that on the training ground.
“Especially for the lads making their debuts, like Louis Hillman-Cooper,
was a massive thing. To be able to learn the game and play with some of the
Game time is valuable but so is training alongside international wingers.
“It’s a tough one because you look at the boys that I’m competing against, it’s
quite literally international standard players. There’s Ollie Thorley who has an
England cap, there’s then seasoned internationals like Jonny May and Louis ReesZammit is now a British and Irish Lion! There’s Santi Carreras who’s been ripping
it up for Argentina.
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ACADEMY FEATURE
“Skivs says that if you’re good enough, you will
play. For me, I’ve got the learn as much as I can.
I don’t think there’s a better club in Premiership
rugby where I could learn as much as I’m learning
at the moment. For me it’s just about learning my
trade. Obviously, I do want to play so every time
you go and train you’re trying and it’s just about
being ready for that next opportunity because you
never really know when it’s going to come.”
Not only are the wingers at Gloucester Rugby of
strengths to their game. This means that each
from.

brilliant for me to be able to pick and choose little
things from all of their games and try and add it to
my game. Being able to train against these boys
and observe what they do and ask them questions,
I think I’m in the best position to do that.”
As a sign of how well Jake is doing, the RPA have
nominated him as their U23 MVP for the month of
November.
it’s really good. It’s nice to see that something is
actually working. I’m working really hard at the
moment so it’s nice to have some recognition.
bits just to be nominated.”
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FACTS & FIGURES

•
team games was 13-16 at home to Exeter in Round 7
of Gallagher Premiership Rugby. The Cherry and Whites
only other loss at Kingsholm this season was 26-33 to
Leicester Tigers in Round 2.
• Bristol Bears 20-36 reversal at home to Northampton
Saints on Friday ended a two-game winning run in
Gallagher Premiership Rugby. Bristol won their most
recent away game in Premiership Rugby, 45-33 at
season.

Andy Uren

• Gloucester have scored 79% of their tries following
a lineout, the highest such ratio of any team in the
Premiership in 2021/22; they have scored an average
of 2.4 tries per game in that fashion, a joint-high in the
league this term (also Leicester Tigers and Saracens).

•
encounters with Gloucester since Gloucester’s 35-13
victory at Kingsholm in September 2018.
•
against Gloucester, this after the Cherry and Whites
had won seven of the previous eight meetings between
the sides (L1); Bristol have won their last two away
matches against Gloucester, after winning just one of
their previous 11 visits there (L10).

• Bristol Bears have run an average of 799 metres
per game with the ball, the most of any team in the
Premiership in 2021/22; only Exeter Chiefs (134) and
London Irish (126) have made more carries per game
than the Bears in the league this season (114).
• Bristol Bears have made the second most passes per
game in the league this season (177.5), while only
Exeter Chiefs have made more than them (178.4);
team in the league this term (12.3).

•
Bristol Bears and another loss here would see them
match their longest losing sequence against a single
opponent in the league (L6 v Wasps 2013-15 & v
Leicester Tigers 2015-17).
• Gloucester have already won 10 games in the
Premiership in 2021, since the start of 2012 only in one
calendar year have they tallied more league wins (W12
in 2017).

• Gloucester duo Lewis Ludlow (120) and Freddie Clarke
tackles in the Premiership this season; they are two
of just four players to have made 100+ tackles this
campaign (also Ben Earl – 107 and Tom Willis – 100).
• Harry Thacker (Bristol Bears) has made 19/19 lineout
throws in the Premiership this season, the most of any
player who is yet to lose one so far in this campaign.

• Bristol Bears won their last away game (45-33 at
road in the Premiership this season; the Bears have
already won eight away games in the league in 2021,
after never winning more than six in a calendar year.

• Bristol Bears’ Andy Uren has made three 50-22 kicks
in the Premiership this season, more than any other
player; in fact only one other player (Louis Lynagh – 2)
has made more than one this season.
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GLOUCESTER RUGBY FOUNDATION

HITZ ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Leah Cromwell has
been awarded the HITZ
Academic Achievement
Award in recognition
of the academic
progress she has
made since joining the
HITZ programme.
Leah struggled with her mental
which left her in care and excluded
from school. Thanks to HITZ, she is
now on her way to becoming a health
and social care worker after receiving
support through the programme and
her secure a college place.

CLICK HERE TO Find out more
about how HITZ has helped
Leah in this video

“Thanks to HITZ, she
is now on her way to
becoming a health and
social care worker”
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GLOUCESTER-HARTPURY SQUAD

GLOUCESTER-HARTPURY WOMEN SQUAD

Alicia
Maude

Amber
Robson

Amy
Dale

Bianca
Blackburn

Bethan
Lewis

Cerys
Hale

Cara
Hope

Charlie
Mai-Manns

Connie
Powell

Daisy
Fahey

Daisy
Smith

Ellie
Gilbert

Ellie
Underwood

Emma
Mundy

Emma
Sing

Evie
Roach

Erica
Mills

Gabi
Skov

Georgia
Brock

Gwen
Crabb

Hannah
Jones

Kathryn
Buggy

Kelsey
Jones

Kerin
Lake
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GLOUCESTER-HARTPURY SQUAD

Kelly
Smith

Lluecu
George

Maisie
Burton
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Ranni
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Robyn
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Shya
Pinnock

Sisilia
Tuipulotu

Sophie
Tandy

Sian
Williams

Tabitha
Copson

Tatyana
Heard

Zoe
Aldcroft
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LAST TIME OUT

Twelvetrees scores a
brace as Gloucester
Rugby take five
points from Wasps
Gloucester Rugby managed
comeback to secure a 35-33
bonus point victory at the CBS
Arena on Friday night.
What happened?
It was a freezing cold
November evening, but the
Cherry and Whites scored
four tries and came away
from Coventry with the bonus
point win.
get over the line after Adam
Hastings put in a good chip
over the top which set up the
attack which saw the England
winger score.
The Scottish international
was accurate from the tee
as well and slotted the
conversion as well as two
penalties in short succession
to open up the scoring
nicely.
Despite the strong start,
Wasps were still in the game
and proved this through a
clever move at the lineout
which saw Thomas Young dive
over to score.
However, Gloucester Rugby
were next to land a blow and
it was Billy Twelvetrees who
collected the short ball from
Mark Atkinson and ran all the
way to the line to score his
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the half and Gabriel Oghre
got over for the home side
just before the break. Jacob
Umaga’s conversion put them
right back in the game with
the score 12-23.
In the second half,
Twelvetrees went over for
his second try, and Hasting’s
conversion gave the Cherry
and Whites a healthy lead.
Jack Clement also went over
from the driving maul to make
up for a try that was chalked
were rampant and were on
the comeback.
Jacob Umaga made things
few minutes.
With just over a minute on the
clock, Umaga scored another
great try to set up a tense
there were just two points in
the game with just seconds
left.
Wasps were awarded a
penalty but the Gloucester
Rugby defence was strong and
Wasps were forced to make a
knock on. Hastings collected
the ball and booted it to touch
to end the game much to the
relief of the Cherry and White
fans in attendance.
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LAST TIME OUT

Key
moment:

Billy
Twelvetrees
gets over for
his second
Billy Twelvetrees and Mark Atkinson
linked beautifully with each other
throughout the game but it was the
set up to Billy’s second try which was
really special. The centre collected the
short ball and went over to score!
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FEATURE

Zoe Aldcroft on
England’s domination
and her crazy week!
England Women were totally dominant over
the Autumn international campaign and it was
Gloucester-Hartpury’s Zoe Aldcroft who played
a key role in extending the Red Roses’ winning
streak to 18 games.
one for the forward as she was nominated for
World Rugby’s Player of the Year, captained
game, and also celebrated her 25th birthday!
“I said to someone the other day, I don’t think it
all really sank in until I came out of camp and I

remember as one of the best that I’ve ever had!
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“It was a massive whirlwind. I can’t
even really explain it! If you think
about the best time of your life, that
was it really. I just had a smile on my
face 24/7.”
Captaining the side was a real
privilege for Zoe but initially she
didn’t know why head coach Simon
Middleton was calling her!
“I was in camp and I got a text
from Simon Middleton and he sent
me a text asking me to come down
and speak to him. I was out at the
time and was panicking about why
he wanted to talk to me. Then he
started ringing me and I was like
OMG am I in trouble?!
“But then he asked me if I would like
to be captain! So I got back and sat
with him and obviously I said yes.
“I was with Sarah Burn, Hannah
Bottaman and Zoe Harrison at the
time so I was like ‘oh my god girls
I’m going to be captain!’So they were
boyfriend and my mum, dad and my
brother.
“I don’t think they could believe it
either!
“It was one of the most privileged
moments I’ve had. I didn’t expect it at
all but I loved every minute of it and I
ever get the opportunity to.”
and it created a big buzz around the
women’s game
“It was really good. We weren’t
expecting to do so well but it was really
successful from our point of view.
“We just take each game step by
step. Each week we focus on what
we need to do to win that game
and that process has led us to
winning those games in a row. It’s
also the hard work, dedication and
commitment from every single girl in
the squad whether they are on the
pitch or not. The input into training

“It’s a massive credit to the girls and
that’s the reason why we have been
so successful.”
Over the Autumn, the Women’s game
grew massively. There were more
fans in the seats at the stadiums and
than they’d ever been before.
“It has been growing over the last
few years but this Autumn we’ve had
to the stadiums and it’s been really
good with the fans. The TV viewings
have also increased, and I think that
the performances that we were able
to put out have really picked up the
interest and there were people who

weren’t even interested in rugby
which has been really good for us.
Hopefully we’ll keep growing and
growing.”
England were dominant in all of
their victories against New Zealand,
Canada and the USA and Zoe hopes
competition in the future to make the
game more of a spectacle.
“Hopefully other unions will invest in
their women’s teams so that we then
have some real competitive matches
and games that are really exciting to
watch.
“It would also force us as England to
excel our performances because we
can only get better if we have those
teams pushing us.”
Zoe is now back with GloucesterHartpury and is looking forward
to this weekend’s game against
Loughborough, even if she is getting
some of the calls wrong!
“It’s great to come back to the girls.
I love playing with them. I’ve just
got the switch back to the Gloucester
calls! There were a few times I was
calling something that we did with
England and I’d have to re-tune my
brain to being at the club!”
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Val Rapava-Ruskin on the
dark arts of the scrum
As a member of
the front row, Val
Rapava-Ruskin is
the perfect person
to talk to about
the mystery of the
scrum. The scrum
is rugby’s enigma,
but we sat down
with the prop to
talk us through
the process.
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there are so many elements and
components when it comes to the
scrum. Everyone plays a key part
in it but it also depends on what
type of scrum you are. There
are scrums who have lightweight
packs but they are able to get
into positions quicker and they use
the speed of engagement as a tactic
where they can win an inch and get
themselves into a position.
“There are other teams, bigger teams, who rely on pure power
and no matter what you do to them…”
Val speaks passionately about the scrum. He loves the straight up
battle with his opposite number.
“That’s the best thing about the scrum. You can stand there and
say that this is the way that we should do it but in the end it’s just
eight people pushing against eight people and it’s all about who
can push the other one back.
“When you look at it with that mindset, then you can work around
the other elements, about speed of engagement, foot placement,
working together and how we should do it. When you have a
mindset that it’s eight on eight as a pushing contest, that’s when
everything opens up and everyone sees it clearer.”

FEATURE
The scrum is a brutal all-out contest, and it takes a lot of
battle.
“Before a scrum, it’s all about pushing power. It all starts
in the gym. It’s about the strength in the core and how
much more dominant are you than your opposition. When
you feel good in your body and you’re in that sort of
shape then everything else opens up.
“Usually before a scrum, I am absolutely dead. But it’s
got to get your breathing right, you’ve got to get your
body set and everything.
“I like to slow the game down just to get that extra 10-15
seconds to get my body and mind right. Then we start
binding up. My foot placement is always key. My right leg
should never move. Once the locks come in, I make sure
that they are bound and they are tight. I usually gee them
up and tell them that this is the one that we’re going for
so I make sure everyone gives 100%. They always do
give 100% but that little bit extra. Sometimes it just takes
that. Then we engage, the ball comes in, and the pushing
contest starts.”
Is the process the same when we have the put in? Does it
change in defence?
“My mindset stays the same. Obviously when it’s their ball,
you have the ability to attack because when the opposition
hooker goes for the ball, their leg is in the air and they are
basically scrummaging with one less man. It gives you an
opportunity to snap and go straight through them.
about to do and the way that you’re about to do it so
about how it comes together. I like to simplify it and make
it all about the push.”

only for the backs, but also the forwards at the scrum.
“The new pitch is good for scrummaging. You’re able
to move your legs further back. Your studs stick into
the ground and you feel more stable because the
surface doesn’t move. You can dig your studs in and
they won’t shift.
“That makes it a very good thing for defensive scrums
because you can move your legs further back and you
won’t slip. On a grass pitch if you did that you run the risk
of slipping. I think it will help more defensively because
the amount of energy required to shift them, they will be
absolutely wrecked and tired from trying to shift them. It’s
about understanding the opportunities and when to scrum
and when to conserve energy.
“I want to play at a high pace and put on a show for the
spectators.”
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15 Charles Piutau
Louis Rees-Zammit 14 Toby Fricker
Chris Harris 13 Henry Purdy
Mark Atkinson 12 Piers O’Conor
Ollie Thorley 11 Alapati Leiua
Adam Hastings 10 Callum Sheedy
Ben Meehan 9 Harry Randall
Val Rapava Ruskin 1 Jake Woolmore
Jack Singleton 2 Harry Thacker
Kirill Gotovtsev 3 John Afoa
Freddie Clarke 4 Dave Attwood
Matias Alemanno 5 Joe Joyce
Ruan Ackermann 6 Chris Vui
Lewis Ludlow (C) 7 Dan Thomas
Ben Morgan 8 Steven Luatua (c)
REPLACEMENTS
Santiago Socino 16 Jake Kerr
Harry Elrington 17 Yann Thomas
Jamal Ford-Robinson 18 Ashley Challenger
Andrew Davidson 19 Jake Heenan
Jordy Reid 20 Fitz Harding
Charlie Chapman 21 Tom Whiteley
Billy Twelevtrees 22 Semi Radradra
Kyle Moyle 23 Luke Morahan
Lloyd Evans

MATCH OFFICIALS
Referee: Christophe Ridley (49th Premiership game)
Assistant Referees: Anthony Woodthorpe and Dean Richards
TMO: David Rose
Grant Seely
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